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any price to see when this item was last sold.Field of the Invention This invention relates to door closure devices, more
particularly to door closure devices for use in a mail processing office. Mail processing offices generally include one or more
counters for assisting mail recipients in ascertaining the status of their mail. Often, the mail recipient will place their mail on a
counter and the clerk, upon retrieving the mail from the recipient, will make a note of the recipient's request concerning the
status of the mail and enter this request into a computer or computerized system such as a mailing list system, accounting
system, accounting and mailing list system, or other similar system. The data associated with a particular mail recipient is often
accessed and maintained in order to assist in the mailing and processing of the mail. In the prior art, when mail was retrieved
from the recipient and placed on a counter or other portable receptacle, it was often knocked over and fallen down, which not
only forced the mail recipient to bend over to retrieve the mail from the floor but also caused the clerk to bend over to retrieve
the mail from the floor. The clerk's forward and backward bending over on a regular basis caused back and neck injuries to the
clerk. U.S. Pat. No. 3,624,819 to Starks et al. discloses a combination mail holder and counter for use in a mail processing
office. The mail holder is used with an upright counter to enable mail recipients to place their mail on the mail holder and then,
when the mail is returned from the recipient, the clerk can return the mail to the mail recipient on the holder. The mail holder is
formed from two flat horizontal members. On the front edge of the horizontal member there is provided a slot which is adapted
to receive a standard size of mail slot on a vertical member of the counter. U.S. Pat. No. 3,676,908 to Rinehart discloses an open
stand-up mail delivery box for holding mail from delivery to the mail recipient and supporting one or more mail support blocks
thereon. U.S. Pat. No. 5,407,295 to Jeck illustrates a stacker which includes an internal bin for receiving stackable mail and a lid
which is biased upwardly to close the bin. When the lid is opened, the
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Michigan Ave. on the North Side when he was hit and killed by a SUV that was driving along the bike lane. The 49-year-old was
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killed because the driver didn’t see him. There are ways to prevent this from happening, and The answer, according to John
Gottfried, author of The Detroit Free Press’s “Bike Law” newsletter, is simple: give drivers “an extra hint or two or three to
show them that it’s not their fault. It’s their lane, after all.” Gottfried recently completed a two-year study which found that of
the 20 most dangerous crossings in the city, four were on Michigan Ave. The study also showed that Michiganders are “more
aware of where there’s a bike lane than they are of where there’s not a bike lane. 3e33713323
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